
IPS Dart Battle
The IPS game is used with 1 IPS system that includes 10 lamps, plus 11 additional lamps. (sold separately)

In�atable Interactive Dart Game

Would you like to order an in�atable interactive dart game? To do! With an interactive play system, you
o�er fun for young and old. This interactive game is a cool variation of the well-known dart game. On the
gigantic dartboard with interactive spots, you can score points by shooting with a special bow, ball, or
gun. The layout is the same as that of a regular dart game. When you manage to hit one of the gray
spheres, the number of points will appear on the display at the front. How cool is that? This interactive
dart game provides a lot of fun, you can be assured of that! This in�atable is sold without extras, such as
arrows and balls. For this game, you also don't need speci�c arrows or balls.

Our IPS games are in�atables with cool extras

An in�atable attraction is great fun in itself but becomes even cooler when an IPS system is incorporated.
Our IPS games are in fact in�atables with cool extras. An interactive game indicates when you score
points. That makes playing with it super exciting of course. Compete with friends, colleagues, or family.
With this interactive darts game, you will undoubtedly score points and you will win the audience for you!

JB In�atables has 3000 in�atables in stock

JB In�atables has a huge range and has more than 3000 in�atables in stock. This makes JB In�atables
the supplier of in�atables within Europe. Are you looking for a large bouncy castle or a small bouncy
castle? Would you like to buy an obstacle course or a water game? And does it have to be available
immediately or do you opt for a custom design? Whatever your wishes are: with us you will certainly
succeed!

In�ated product

Length 13ft

Width 13ft

Height 13ft

Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers 1,1 kW x 1

Weight per blower Blower 1,1 kW = 37.48 lbs

Speci�cations packaged product

Weight 121lbs

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 02.0177

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 5 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Transport bag


